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Given our tight development schedule, we decided to focus our
effort on the mobile first. Much of the UI came from the extensive
Leanux platform. You can thank Rupert for this . But we also got to

work with quite a few other great UI designers, designers from
other areas of the company, and people from various corners of
industry including the Windows team, the Firefox OS team, the

LivePerson UX team, and folks from the Firefox update site . Mozilla
deserves a huge amount of credit for allowing the mobile

community to feel like they can make an impact. Firefox for
Android has for a long time been optimized for devices with a

screen of 1024px. The current generation of phones are far more
capable and utilizing far more features than their predecessors.

While these phones are still thin and light, it was felt there was still
a lot of room for improvement. Here is an example of the browser

chrome on Windows 8 when running as a Metro app. We customize
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the XAML based on platform and even add in the shadowing. If
you're on a different platform, a very similar experience should be
occurring. Fennec is a slimmed down, more 'Metro friendly' version

of the XUL browser (Fennecs behaviour is more 'Metro' like than
Firefoxes). We have already produced a design for this which you
can see at the end of this post. It would be preferable to also be
able to produce a user installable firefox build which will work in
Firefox WinRT code. Because of the build dependency. We don't
have a design yet for this but we will probably use the Elm build
system for this, or even create our own automated build for this
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Mozilla's new Firefox Beta for Android is here -
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/android/firefox/. Follow the onscreen

instructions to download and install the app. It is still not totally
stable, but works well for me. Though Mozilla has barely begun to

work on its new user experience, it is already quite clear that
Australis is going to change the way Firefox looks. You’ll notice
many of the changes immediately, such as the new right-click

menu (typically used to open a new tab and open a new browser
window, but here now used to, well, bring up a right-click menu),

and the new tab / window controls on the upper-left corner. In fact,
Firefox now has one right-click button for opening new tabs, and
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one for new windows (so, two, if youre an advanced user). If you
dont want to wait and see the newest version of Firefox and gain a

sneak peek at Australis, head on over to Mozilla’s futurebrowser
site, which hosts the development build of Firefox for mobile

devices and for the desktop. A Mac version of Firefox for Windows
8 will be released at some point, but there is no timeline for it.
When it does appear, it will be available through the Mac App

Store. (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({}); Firefox
for Windows 8 Metro UI: Firefox for Windows 8 Metro UI is a web

browser built specifically for Windows 8. It is based on Fennec code
developed by the Mobile Messaging Team. It uses the same code

as the existing Firefox ESR versions for Windows 8 except that it is
not for Nightly or Aurora, and it adds a unified start page, new

content dash, and Metro style UI. To quickly get started, we
recommend you install the latest Firefox 3.5.2 . If you are using the
stable Firefox ESR, you can continue using it. When you are ready
to upgrade to the latest release of Firefox, install the new release

using the standard installation procedures. 5ec8ef588b
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